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1 here may at first appear to be a world of difference between the Am-
brosiana Library, founded in Milan in 1609 to preserve Renaissance learn-
ing, and the St. Joseph Public Library, founded in 1934 to serve an Illinois
farm community fifty miles from Allerton Park. Great as the differences are,
these libraries have one thing in common the one thing, in fact, that most
libraries share. They have attracted the support of private benefactors.
These two libraries owe their very existence to such benefactors, to the vision
and zeal of Cardinal Federigo Borromeo on the one hand, and of the St.
Joseph Women's Club on the other. Private support of this sort has played
a key role throughout the history of libraries. Excavations of some pre-
Alexandrian libraries have uncovered names of donors inscribed on their
walls; Oxford's magnificent Bodleian began with the gift of Sir Thomas
Bodley; the New York Public Library was built first on its three great private
foundations and then expanded throughout the city with Carnegie-built
buildings; for most of us the names Clements, Folger, Huntington, and Lilly
are first of all the names of library benefactors. It is well to remember these
few examples, and to remember that the St. Joseph Public Library was first
supported by the Women's Club and that its present building and an en-
dowment providing a substantial part of its operating funds were the gift of
Maude Davis as recently as 1955. 1 These things remind us that the map of
libraries in the United States was very largely laid down through private
gifts.
2 The centuries-long history of these gifts, however they were given and
whatever they were called, is the history of library friends.
3
The purpose of any history is to free us from the chance operation of
memory, to give structure and force to what we remember. I wish I could
report that there exists a formal history of library friends and private bene-
factions that preserves the record of what has been accomplished. But there
is no such history, even though the subject is a rich one. That is the reason
for the tide of this essay : its subject does not exist, 'but needs to be called into
existence. To help bring that about and to help give point to the delibera-
tions of this conference, three things are needed. We must recognize the key
events of the mid-nineteenth century that have shaped library development
since then; we must understand why we talk about library benefactors and
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friends as having a theoretical rather than an actual history; and finally, we
must recognize what the issues are in this history and why it is important that
our history become a vital force in shaping what we do. This discussion is
confined to the history of English and American libraries because that is
what I know and because their history presents some instructive contrasts.
Looking back to the nineteenth century, we must remember that before
1850 there was only a small handful of libraries in the English-speaking
world that could properly be called "public." Libraries 130 years ago were
primarily either profit-making commercial operations, an offshoot of book-
selling, or cooperative ventures altogether dependent on private support.
These last might be earnest ventures with distinguished histories, like Frank-
lin's Library Company of Philadelphia, or they might be more club-like
operations, such as the London Library. Be that as it may, they were unmis-
takably private institutions. And just as unmistakably, there was no alterna-
tive provision of public access to books and information.
It was therefore a fundamental change in pattern when public, tax-
supported libraries began to develop in several mid-nineteenth-century New
England communities and when, on the old side of the Atlantic, an act of
Parliament empowered English towns to create public libraries. The change
appears more dramatic in England because there it was a matter of national
debate and legislation. One opponent of Ewart's 1850 public library bill
identified the key issue by taking a stand, as he said, "against the substitution
of the compulsory for the voluntary principle in all matters of education."*
Exactly so: in creating public, tax-supported libraries, Ewart's bill was to
transform altogether the role of voluntary support. Where before the bene-
factor, be it a single person or a corporate group, brought the library into
existence and guided its development, now the benefactor had only a comple-
mentary and a secondary role to play. Libraries were now created as a matter
of public deliberation (often after a vote of taxpayers) , and library operations
were a matter of public policy, controlled by officers answerable to the public.
Of course lines were not drawn this sharply at first, and private benefactors
were often influential in moving public opinion. But it was clear as the nine-
teenth century came to a close that the question for private benefactors had
become how to play a supporting rather than a leading role in library devel-
opment, how to relate their activities to the dominant activities of the state.
It is this dramatic shift in roles for friends of libraries that lies at the heart of
the distinction between voluntary and compulsory principles of action.
Although legislation changed the ground rules for private supporters of
libraries, that legislation also quite explicitly provided for and depended on
voluntary action. The English law of 1850 granted public provision for
library buildings and operating costs only. The provision of books, magazines,
and newspapers the heart of the matter was explicitly reserved to
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private benefaction. The New Hampshire act of 1849 empowered libraries
to receive, hold, and dispose of gifts and bequests; and the very occasion
for the Massachusetts library law of 1851 was a private gift to establish a
public library in Wayland. 5 The point to emphasize is that even where pri-
vate initiative led the way, it did so now with careful regard toward public
policy and law. The specific division of responsibilities first established
private provision of books and public provision of buildings quickly
proved unworkable. In fact, it was dramatically reversed in the program
of that most famous and openhanded of all library benefactors, Andrew
Carnegie.
6 The $56 million that Carnegie gave to libraries went for buildings
only, and only where local authorities agreed to use tax revenues to fill those
buildings with reading material and to maintain services to readers. Carnegie
firmly believed in the principle of matching funds ; he unhesitatingly asserted
that his gifts were meant to prime the public pump. Carnegie's gifts to pub-
lic libraries are cumulatively the most spectacular ever made, and their
number and wide geographical spread only drive home the fact that what
private benefactors did now was largely conditioned by the state of public
law and policy. The role of the private supporter of libraries is to comple-
ment that policy, to prompt widespread adoption of it, and to enhance its
effectiveness when adopted. This pattern was first established 130 years ago
and is still very much with us.
Many of the speakers opposed to Ewart's 1850 public library bill wanted
to preserve the older pattern, in which private initiative was dominant. That
view did not prevail then it lost by only seventeen votes nor has it
prospered since. For of course the public provision of libraries is but part of
a much larger movement in modern history, in which the state has taken up
more and more of the responsibilities for health, education, and welfare
that were before left to private benefactors.
7 Problems of industrialization
and urbanization simply overwhelmed private action and required concerted
public remedies; the result has been the welfare state. However one views
this central development in modern history, it is clear that libraries have
participated in it. We now think of libraries as primarily public institutions
and of tax funds as their "natural" source of support. We now talk about
library friends as providing the "margin of excellence." No one doubts that
this is a vital function, but there is also no doubt that it has become a mar-
ginal one in relation to public provision.
The takeover of the John Rylands Library by the University of Man-
chester in England and the struggle of the Folger Library in this country to
retain its independent status illustrate how marginal private benefaction can
become. Public provision has become so dominant in England that a library
friends group is something that now has to be explained there, even to
librarians and library historians. Except for a remnant Friends of the Na-
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tional Libraries, there is little interest in or understanding of private support
for public libraries in England.
8 I mention this to illustrate how dominant
public provision has become, but also to insist that there is nothing inevitable
about it. For in the United States we are experiencing a renaissance of pri-
vate support for libraries, as in the 1930s when libraries were threatened by
hard times much as they are now. The sharp contrasts between the condi-
tion of private library support in the two countries suggest that though we
are both caught up in the main movement of modern history, we still have it
in our power to shape our own responses to it. We cannot suspend this most
potent movement in modern history or free ourselves from its influence; but
we can work out a distinctive and critically important role for library friends
within the broader movement of events if we choose to do so.
I have so far argued that private supporters of libraries can still have
a catalytic role in the development of libraries, but that the creation of
public libraries in the mid-nineteenth century altered in fundamental and
probably irrevocable ways the nature of that role. This change in the basic
chemistry of library support is the fundamental fact in the history of library
friends. What then are the other facts?
While there are many more instances of the key importance of private
support in the creation and development of libraries, there is no better ac-
count of the structure of events in our history. The problem is that no
history of library friends exists. We do not have a detailed or instructive
account of friends activities, of why they prosper or fail, of what roles private
benefactors play at different times in the history of the libraries they support.
There are any number of facts about the formation of friends groups in the
1920s and 1930s, about how tax laws in Michigan or the federal tax code
have helped to stimulate library support, about how much money the Friends
of the Library of Columbia University raised between 1950 and 1970, or
even about the per capita amount of library gifts in several southwestern
states between 1930 and 1940 (in Texas it was just over $0.29) . 9 We have
facts like these, but no one has built from them a coherent history of
library benefaction. We can go beyond these established facts to speculate
that the 1930s saw an important shift in this country from individual to
corporately organized library support. We might also speculate that the
differences between England and the United States reflect different tax
laws and basic differences in attitudes toward state and individual action.
But if we want to penetrate such hopelessly broad generalizations, if we
want to find out more particularly why library benefaction has largely dis-
appeared in England or why it thrives in this country, we cannot do what
we would normally do: go confidently to our libraries to get the answer.
The answer our own history simply does not exist.
There are several reasons why even the outlines of the history of library
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benefaction are so indistinct. One is that most of the published record
focuses on local and nonrecurring events. The literature of library friends
is highly discontinuous. Another reason is that the archival records of friends
activities do not survive well. If saved at all, these documents are often
entangled in the papers of individuals or of larger organizations because
friends activities are themselves so entangled. This is true, for instance, of
the Carnegie papers, though in this case the records of Carnegie's library
activities have received separate analysis. Another exception is the record
of the Detroit Public Library Friends; a large body of papers representing
many years of activity survive. The American Library Association's involve-
ment with friends activities is documented in the archives of ALA housed
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
10 But it is the exceptions
that we know; the rule is that the records of private support for most li-
braries do not survive or are difficult to isolate among other library records.
It may be that we have grown careless of the record of friends groups be-
cause their activities are so familiar to us, because we see nothing extraor-
dinary in them. If this is so, we should recall the walls of those pre-Alexan-
drian libraries or learn a lesson from Sir Thomas Bodley, who meticulously
recorded in his own hand all the gifts to his new library in Oxford. He would
entrust this task to no one else, and his ledger was kept near the door for
all to see. 11
The paucity of the existing record results most of all from the failure of
friends to care about their own history. Friends organizations are usually
goal-oriented and are vitalized by strong but intermittent leadership. They
are essentially forward-looking organizations focused on present challenges
and tomorrow's activities. One result of this is that friends groups wax and
wane quite dramatically. The Friends of the Library of Columbia Univer-
sity, for instance, was founded by mathematician David Eugene Smith in
1928 and flourished until the mid- 1930s, when ill health forced Smith to
withdraw. The organization simply died in 1938 and had to be recreated
altogether in 1951 under the leadership of Mark Van Doren and August
Hecksher. 12 The organizational discontinuity of such strong friends groups as
Columbia's typifies the general failure of library friends to root themselves
firmly in their own past. Any friends group that neglects its history may have
to repeat it, even to the point of having to rebuild itself altogether. History
is, after all, a mode of self-consciousness. If we do not know our own past,
it will be all the more difficult to persuade anyone either ourselves or those
we wish to join us that we can play an important role in the development
of libraries.
We have only a theoretical history of library friends because the printed
record of such benefaction is so disjointed, because archival records do not
survive, and most importantly because we ourselves do not much
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value our past. Some may feel that that is as it should be, that library giving
is by nature local and discontinuous, and that what matters in organizing the
library's support is the present and immediate future, not the past. I believe
otherwise and would like to close this paper by doing two things. I would
like to identify three key issues in the history of library benefaction and
suggest why it is important that we take up these issues.
The first and most basic issue is the way private support marks our
perception of the needs and purposes of public libraries. We know, for in-
stance, that the most visible activity of private benefactors has been the
provision of buildings the great Brown Library in Liverpool, opened in
1860, and the John F. Kennedy Library, opened in Boston just recently,
are examples that stand at either end of our history. These buildings
embody in stone and mortar the sometimes grand and always instructive
perceptions held by their sponsors of what libraries should be and how they
should serve the community in which they are placed. This perception of
need and function is also embodied in many other friends activities, activities
that more directly reflect the critical balance struck between the public and
private provision of library needs, and the way that balance changes as
perceptions change. The history of the Friends of the University of North
Carolina Library makes this clear. As recently as 1949 the friends of that
library were supporting it with gifts that exceeded the value of the entire
state appropriations for books, serials, and binding. In 1953 care was taken
not to publish the value of friends support lest legislators feel that those
gifts were an adequate substitute for public appropriations. It was only in
1962 that state appropriations reached a level that enabled the Friends of
the University of North Carolina Library to attend to other than the basic
needs of the library.
13 The issue here is the perception of need. And though
the University of North Carolina Library may be an unusual case, libraries
along with hospitals, medical research, and some parts of higher educa-
tion have probably been the institutions least thoroughly swept into the
modern state's assumption of responsibility for health, education, and wel-
fare. For that reason, these institutions reflect most directly the balances that
are still being struck between the voluntary and compulsory principles of
action for meeting public needs principles clearly identified in the
parliamentary debate over Ewart's bill in 1850.
Closely related to the perception of need is the issue of how that per-
ception was implemented. This is a question of how resources were used,
of how well the balance between public and private provision actually
served libraries, of how that balance helped to shape the administration of
libraries. The best-known case in point is the impact of Carnegie gifts on
the development of both individual libraries and libraries generally. As
eager as many communities were to secure a free library building, not a
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few of them were unwilling or unable to meet the concomitant obligation
to provide books and operating costs with public funds. The halfpenny rate
in England and meager tax revenues in many North American towns left
libraries with only enough money to maintain their new buildings, but
not to stock them with books or pay for an adequate library staff. Private
gifts thus brought many libraries into existence that then limped on decade
after decade with decidedly inadequate public support. This was most
noticeable in communities with a population too small to provide an ade-
quate tax base, however enthusiastic that population might be about its
library.
14
Small, inefficiently operated units have long burdened the de-
velopment of library services in this country and in England. The adminis-
trative mesh or lack of it between public and private resources is a
central and recurrent issue that embraces much more than the provision of
buildings. Any librarian who has had to deal with gift books knows the
danger such gifts pose of consuming inordinate amounts of time and
diplomacy, and of distorting library collections with material of marginal
utility." These are problems in the management of private gifts that led
one administrator writing about library friends to title his essay "That
Splendid Headache."
16
Finally and perhaps most interestingly, there is the issue of motives.
American library historians have vigorously debated the motives behind the
individual initiative and private support that so decisively helped to launch
the public library movement.
17 Was the movement an altruistic expression
of die American dream of self-help and independence, or was it prompted
by a fear of working-class restiveness that might be controlled by the public
provision of self-education and "safe" reading? Carnegie's gifts especially
of the library at Homestead posed sticky questions for the labor movement
and the American left. They could hardly forget the working conditions in
Carnegie plants when listening to the Scotsman open a new library or ex-
plain his "Gospel of Wealth." In the control and distribution of wealth,
questions of motive are always important and seem easier to answer when
they are comfortably remote in time. Nearer to hand they become more
complex as in, for instance, the rationale behind the tax benefits accorded
to gifts to charities and nonprofit organizations. At issue here, as well as
in the founding of the Boston Public Library or Carnegie's provision of
libraries, is the transformation of private wealth into public wealth. But note
the all-important fact that this transformation takes place to a significant
degree outside the mechanism of taxation, legislation, and public determina-
tion of policy that controls most of the appropriation of private wealth for
the public good. Almost everyone will agree that private benefaction does
much good, though it produces many tax dodges and is subject to other
abuses. Problems in securing the benefits of private giving without the
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abuses arise because our motives are usually so thoroughly mixed. It is this
basic aspect of human nature that shapes the issues in the transformation of
private wealth into public wealth, and makes the history of that transforma-
tion so interesting.
These then are the three issues that would emerge first and most strongly
if we were to create an actual rather than a theoretical history of library
friends. Let me close by indicating briefly the benefits we might realize by a
more careful investigation of that history. The first benefit would be for
library friends themselves. We must have a history; we must be conscious
of our past if we are to be vitally important to libraries now and in the
future. If we cannot say where we have been, where we are now, and
where we want to go, we may find ourselves altogether out of the picture.
I believe that has already happened in England. There are many reasons for
that, including the tax structure and pervasive attitudes about the proper
sphere of government action. But none of these things "just happens." Events
now are driven by the earlier events, and we must understand how this
occurs if we are to avoid being altogether driven by them ourselves. In this
sense, understanding our history is a matter of survival for library friends.
Working out our history would also yield benefits to the libraries we support.
Friends provide one focus for the definition of aspirations in libraries and
library service. These aspirations may be good, bad, or debatable ones, but
they give voice to what we want our libraries to be. And they are formed
by people deeply attached to libraries but not professionally responsible for
them. To understand this role of friends and to see how their aspirations
have taken shape and been managed in the past is to give human form and
substance to our history, as well as to the statistics of library performance
on which we increasingly depend in deciding policy. Library friends offer
us one means (but certainly not the only one) for understanding the
humanity of actual library users. Finally, there is a benefit to us all in the
creation of a history of library benefaction. It is the benefit of broader
comprehension and wiser living that informs all history as a humanistic
study. In the case of library benefaction, what we are studying is the para-
digm of a common experience in modern life. It is the juxtaposition of pri-
vate and public life, the establishment through private volunteer action of
public communities of interest. The drive begun 130 years ago in the English-
speaking world to replace private, commercially based, and exclusive col-
lections of books with public libraries and free access to knowledge is a move-
ment from fragmentation and isolation toward the creation of a common
cause. Matthew Arnold's distinction between culture and anarchy may be
fruitfully applied here, as it can in so many other areas. Arnold lamented
the anarchy of simply "doing as one likes" with one's own property.
18 He
understood what so many of our Victorian forebears including that
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great robber baron, Andrew Carnegie understood: that wealth is essen-
tially a public thing, to be used for the public good. They in their imperfect
way, and we in ours, are concerned with the transformation of private goods
into public ones, with the creation of the commonwealth. This is the triumph
of culture over anarchy. These are highly colored words, but they do justice
to that triumph of human nature of which the history of library benefaction
is a part.
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